Comparison of different fluorescence techniques in brandy classification by region of production.
Fluorescence spectrometry coupled with chemometrics was used to discriminate between 44 brandies originating from different countries. The kind of spectrum (emission, total luminescence and synchronous fluorescence), the geometry of sample illumination (front-face and right angle), and the sample type (bulk and diluted) were considered to compare the brandy classification. Firstly, the emission and synchronous fluorescence spectra (SFS) were processed by the principal component analysis (PCA) and the excitation-emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectra were modeled by unfolded PCA and parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC). Secondly, the scores of PCA/PARAFAC components were used in the linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Finally, the quality of the PCA-LDA and PARAFAC-LDA models was compared. Total correct classification using emission spectra was poor, regardless of the experimental conditions. The highest total correct classification (95.5%) was achieved by processing the SFS recorded at wavelength difference of 20 and 60nm on the diluted samples. However, 90.9% observed for bulk samples and their SFS at wavelength difference of 20nm in the right angle geometry as well as EEM fluorescence spectra in both geometries is still an acceptable result.